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Figure 1. Interpretable directions discovered using our method in the FFHQ [11], LSUN Church, and LSUN Cars [33] datasets. The user
drawings on the left are used to manipulate the images in the center.

Abstract
The search for interpretable directions in latent spaces of
pre-trained Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) has
become a topic of interest. These directions can be utilized
to perform semantic manipulations on the GAN generated
images. The discovery of such directions is performed either in a supervised way, which requires manual annotation or pre-trained classifiers, or in an unsupervised way,
which requires the user to interpret what these directions
represent. In this work, we propose a framework that finds
a specific manipulation direction using only a single simple
sketch drawn on an image. Our method finds directions consisting of channels in the style space of the StyleGAN2 architecture responsible for the desired edits and performs image manipulations comparable with state-of-the-art methods.

the latent space of GANs using pre-trained classifiers or annotated data. Other methods such as [17] achieve some control by training conditional models with labeled data. However, they require significant supervision for each edit. [9]
proposes a self-supervised method that is applicable to limited number of pre-defined edit operations. [8, 26, 28] attempt to identify useful directions in an unsupervised manner. However, human interpretation is required to understand which semantic attributes these directions control.
Our goal in this work is to find meaningful latent space
directions that can be used to manipulate images in a oneshot manner where the user provides a simple drawing (such
as drawing a beard or painting a red lipstick) using basic
image editing tools. Our method then finds a direction that
can be applied to any latent vector to perform the desired
edit. Our contributions are as follows:
• We propose a novel method that can discover directions in latent space in a one-shot manner with a single
drawing provided by the user.

1. Introduction

• We demonstrate that our method is able to find several distinct and fine-grained directions in a variety of
datasets.

Numerous studies have been conducted to improve control over the generated images using either supervised or unsupervised approaches. Some supervised studies [7, 24, 31]
focus on discovering semantically meaningful directions in
* Equal

contribution.
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• We make our implementation and demo publicly
available to encourage further research in this
area: https://catlab- team.github.io/
paintinstyle.

2. Related Work
Latent Space Manipulation
StyleGAN [11] and
StyleGAN2 [12] are two popular GAN models capable of
generating high-quality images. A line of research has focused on discovering attribute-specific directions in the latent spaces of GANs to manipulate the semantics of the generated image. Some supervised methods [4, 7, 18, 24] use
classifiers trained on specific attributes to discover corresponding directions. [29] identifies attribute-specific control
channels using a small number of positive samples. Another
type of work [13, 20, 30] enable text-driven manipulations.
Alternative methods [8, 9, 25, 28, 35] find meaningful latent
directions using unsupervised approaches.
Edit-based Frameworks [10, 16, 22, 32, 34] allow
users to edit images by sketching. These methods require
the user to specify the area to be edited before sketching
the desired attribute in that area, since these methods first
perform image completion and then the editing based on
the user sketch. [36] eliminates the image completion step,
but the user can edit only the object edges. [3] can perform operations to add, remove, or change the appearance
of specific objects on regions painted by the user. [5] allows
the user to control a limited number of attributes of face
images by making changes to their edge map. [14, 19] expect the user to edit the segmentation maps of the images.
Some StyleGAN-based methods [1, 2, 15] optimize latent
codes of images to manipulate them. [2] takes a drawing
and a text input from the user and manipulates the drawn
area with the semantics of the given text. [1] performs various types of manipulations, including image editing using
scribbles. However, the manipulations are limited to a specific image and therefore not applicable to other images.
Alternatively, [15] takes an edited segmentation mask of an
image and finds global edit directions. [6, 21, 23, 27] focus
on encoder architectures that facilitate editing by capturing
semantic meanings of latent representations of GANs.
Unlike previous work, our method finds a direction in
the latent space using a single drawing provided by the user.
This direction can then be applied to perform the same edit
on new images. The closest work to ours is [15], however
the user must edit the segmentation map to identify the directions.

Figure 2. Illustration of our framework. Our method takes an
original and edited image and identifies a direction using the Direction Module. The identified direction can then be used for manipulating new images.

a mapping-network f : Z → W that consists of 8 fully
connected layers, produces the intermediate latent space
W. Each w ∈ W is mapped into channel-wise style parameters s ∈ S using learned affine transformations. Let
Gs : S → X denote the part of the StyleGAN2 architecture that maps the style parameters to the output image. The
space spanned by style parameters forms style space S [29].
In this paper, we use S to perform manipulations, as S space
has been shown to be the most disentangled space [29].
Our aim is to find channels in the style space that lead to
attribute-specific directions that performs the desired edit.

3.1. Finding Directions by Drawing
An illustration of our framework is shown in Figure 2.
Our method takes an original and edited image and identifies a direction using the Direction Module. The identified
direction can then be used for manipulating new images.
Since the edit is made in the image domain I, our
method first inverts the images to S domain using a simple
encoder. We train an encoder E : I → S using a modified
architecture of [23, 27], where we invert the images directly
into the S space instead of the W space. In addition, we did
not use a task-specific loss and trained the model with images generated by the random noise vectors z ∈ Z instead
of real images. Therefore, no additional training data is required and the model can work with only a given pre-trained
GAN model.
Our method takes an arbitrary image ioriginal , and its
edited version iedited , and finds a direction that can be applied to any new image. A basic approach is to invert original and edited images using the encoder module E and simply find the difference between their style vectors:
  \mathcal {D}_{\text {basic}} = s_{\text {edited}} - s_{\text {original}} 

3. Methodology
Background: Generator G of StyleGAN2 structure
functions as a mapping function G : Z → X from input latent space Z, to target image domain X . From Z,

(1)

This vector can then be used directly to manipulate the
desired attribute of any input image obtained either from
a random z ∈ Z or using an encoder. The effect of the
manipulation can be changed by multiplying the direction
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Figure 3. Various edits made on StyleGAN2 FFHQ model using our method. User-drawn sketches are shown in the top row. Other rows
show randomly generated human faces and their corresponding edits. The last row shows the manipulations on a real image.

by a scalar, λ:
  i_{\text {manipulated}} = \mathcal {G}_s(s_{\text {input}} + \lambda \mathcal {D}_{\text {basic}}) 

(2)

While this method allows us to manipulate the image to
a certain extent, it does not perform disentangled edits since
many irrelevant channels are also obtained (as shown in the
ablation study in Figure 4).
Direction Module: Our method uses the Direction Module that restricts channels in the obtained direction to the region of interest, i.e., the semantic region of the edit drawn
by the user. We use a pre-trained segmentation network [14]
in which we identify the segmentation regions that most
closely match the drawing, and use them as the region of
interest. We extract a boolean mask of the user drawing
based on the pixel differences between the original image
and the edited image. Then we obtain the segmentation
map of Gs (E (iedited )). We take the top k segmentation regions that have the highest intersection over union (IOU)
values with the boolean mask. Using the segmentation map
of imanipulated , we select k regions previously identified with
iedited and obtain the corresponding boolean mask m on the
input image.
To limit the changes to the regions extracted above, we
use the split generator inspired by [2]. We provide sinput
and smanipulated = sinput +λDbasic and m to the generator. We
then upsample and propagate two sets of x and img tensors,
representing the area inside and outside the mask, where x
refers to the output of the each style block of StyleGAN2
and img is the output of the tRGB blocks. In each layer, we

combine these tensors as follows and pass them to the next
layer:
  x=x_{mask\_in}*m+x_{mask\_out}*(1-m) 

(3)

At the output level, we obtain the image tensor where
the region inside the mask has the features from the
smanipulated and the region outside the mask has the features from the sinput . The encoder network can then be
used with the new region-constrained image generated by
the split generator, using the same approach that was used to
find the basic direction. However, the direction found with a
single image may contain image-specific biases. Therefore,
this step is performed with N randomly generated images
and the average of their style vectors is used as the final
direction. To eliminate outliers, the values outside the interquartile range (IQR) for each style channel are removed.
This process can be formalized as follows. First, N random
z vectors are sampled with their corresponding style vectors
s. Let sj denote the style vector and ij denote the image
generated using the split generator. Then, the direction is
determined as follows:
  \mathcal {D}_{j} = \it {E}(i_{j}) - \it {E}({\mathcal {G}_s}(s_{j})) 

(4)

Final direction can be represented as follows:
  \mathcal {D}_{final} = \frac {\sum _{j=1}^N \mathcal {D}_{j}}{N} 
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(5)

Dfinal (N=1) Dfinal (N=64)

4. Experiments
4.1. Experimental Setup
For encoder training, we chose batch size of 4, truncation= 0.7 and trained the models for 2 to 3 days. We use
an NVIDIA Titan RTX GPU. We selected k = 2 segmentation regions when performing the segmentation filtering
method. We also randomly sample N=64 seeds to find the
final direction. This step takes about 45 seconds per edit.

4.2. Ablation Study
In Figure 4 we have presented the results for different
directions. As can be seen in Figure 4, the Dfinal preserves
the features of the original image better than the Dbasic
while successfully manipulating the target attribute. This
improvement can be observed for the long hair and white
hair directions. Dbasic manipulates the image towards the
desired attribute but also changes the gender of the original
image in the long hair direction and the identity of the input
in the white hair direction. In addition, Dbasic may lead to
incorrect manipulations in the drawing region. For instance,
the Dbasic produces a hat instead of afro hair. Increasing the
number of images N in the direction module further improves the quality of the direction, as can be seen from the
last column.

4.3. Qualitative Results
Several directions on the FFHQ dataset can be seen in
Figure 3. Various edits that change the hair, such as dark
hair, white hair, long hair, dark long hair, curly hair, and
afro, can be seen in the figure. Our method is also able to
find diverse edits such as sunglasses, smile, big ear, back-
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Figure 4. Ablation study. Images generated using the basic direction (Dbasic ) and final directions (Df inal ) using N=1 and N=64
images.
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Figure 5. Manipulations identified in the fashion domain.

ground removal and complex edits controlled by multiple
style channels such as old. Smile direction is able to capture the semantics of the attribute even when it is drawn on
a sideways face. As can be seen in the last row, our method
can also carry out edits on real images. We used the latent
codes of real images provided by [20] in our experiments.
We also test our approach with other datasets that have
a pre-trained StyleGAN2 network by training encoders for
the LSUN Car, LSUN Church, and Fashion datasets. The
fashion model is a StyleGAN2 model trained on a custom
dataset collected from high-end fashion websites1 . The directions tree scenery and roof change on LSUN Cars, watermark removal and cloudy on LSUN Church are shown
in Figure 1. Several fashion manipulations can be seen in
Figure 5 where our method is able to find the directions of
flowers, red color, v-neck, long sleeves and leopard.

5. Conclusion
We have introduced a framework that uses latent space
inversion to find manipulation directions. Unlike previous
work that uses pre-trained classifiers or data annotations,
or requires per-image optimization, we propose a one-shot
framework to find manipulation directions in style space.
1 http://farfetch.com
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